Membrane keypad design standards
By following the design standards described in this document you can reduce the production time of
your membrane keypad. However, deviation from these standards is possible if necessary and approved
by our engineers.
These design standards are related to small gaps, sizes of elements and their relative positions. In our
experience, such standards do not limit designers’ creativity – instead, they support realization of any
idea.
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General requirements
Maximum overall dimensions, mm

700х600

Keys
Minimum dimensions of a key with molding, mm
Minimum dimensions of a key without molding, mm
Minimum gap between keys, mm
Minimum distance from the edge of a key to the edge of the keypad, mm

9
7
5
5

Windows for LCDs and LEDs
A membrane keypad can have transparent or tinted windows, as well as windows with color
filters. They are divided into windows for LEDs (usually round-shaped, with a diameter of 2-5 mm), and
windows for LCDs (larger, with anti-reflective coating). Such windows can have any shape.
Minimum distance from the edge of a window to the edge of the keypad, mm
Minimum distance from the edge of a window to the edge of keys, mm

5
5

To improve LED visibility, the front film can be molded to the shape of a lens.
Minimum diameter of molding, mm
Minimum distance from the edge of molding to the edge of the key, mm

5
5

Illustration 1: Position and dimensions of keys and windows
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Extra flat cable
Minimum distance from the exit of an extra flat cable to the edge of keys, mm
5
Minimum distance from the exit of an extra flat cable to the edge of the keypad, mm
5
Extra flat cable pitch, mm
not less than 0,5 (default value: 2,54)
An extra flat cable should be positioned in such a way that, when looked from above, the
minimum distance from the extra flat cable to the keys is not less than 5 mm. (i. e. the keys do not
“cover” the extra flat cable) (Illustration 2).

a

b

Illustration 2: Extra flat cable position: a – incorrect, b - correct

Graphics
Minimum thickness of lines (including lines in inscriptions), mm
Minimum width of gaps, mm
Minimum thickness of boundaries of keys and windows (if filled with a different color), mm

0,2
0,2
0,8

Color design
Color selection is done according to the table of recommended colors (see the corresponding
document on our website.) The table contains more than 150 colors and shades, including a color filter
palette. We suggest using the color palette for Corel Draw (available for download from our website),
which will allow you to create drawings with standard color notation that corresponds to Unipad palette.
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For color selection, you can also use PANTONE MATCHING SYSTEM, which offers more
than 1000 colors.
For accurate color matching we recommend you to send us samples (for example, the housing if
you want to make a keypad in a matching color) or to stop by personally and choose the best color from
our catalogue.

File requirements
Recommended file format: Corel Draw 12. We also accept AutoCAD, Compass, JPEG and some
other formats.
Files must contain a drawing showing the front film of the keypad, including the overall and
mounting dimensions and the desired colors (preferably from the Unipad palette).
In case of Corel Draw files, please provide two copies: one in curves and one in the original
version (with text objects). All the curves must be closed.
Along with the drawing of the front film, an electrical circuit diagram of the keypad
demonstrating the extra flat cable numbering, its dimensions and coordinates of outputs is necessary.
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